
 
 
 
 

THRONE MONEY PROGRAM



SESSION 3 - 120 mins  - Vibrational Alignment:
preparing the energetic body and balancing each

chakra based on recreating new agreements at the
soul level in the energy line of each energy body

 

Session 2 - 120 mins - Enter the Portal:  Rapid
clearing for over all lifetimes including this current

reality for manifesting. Anchoring the Empress
Codes, Recoding into Sovereignty and Creating

New Laws
 

SESSION 4 - 120 mins -  Integrating: Manifesting
codes in energy body and initiating unified field, 12
chakra consciousness & creating your holographic

avatar

 
 

PROGRAM INFORMATION

SESSION 1 - 120 mins - Initiation: - Energetic
Assessment & Quantum Breathing - expanding

consciousness and learning to access zero point
energy, intro to frequency generator

 



SESSION 7 - 120 mins  -  Activating: Principle of
the command, Divine Feminine as God Leader,

comander to create with God principle, as law and
creator, quantum designing in the field

 

 

SESSION 8  - 120 mins -  Designing: Within the
breathe template and energy in unity

consciousness and the quantum field/manifesting

SESSION 6  - 120 mins -  Deleting: Old timelines,
timeline repair, and laying down the template of the

higher conscious new heart energy, designing in
the quantum field.

SESSION 9  - 120 mins -  Fielding: Embodied
Manifestation - Blueprint, Skillset, Channel for

receiving. Dealing with money shadows and moving
into anchoring into the field.

SESSION 5  - 120 mins -  King Money - creating
with the principle of the provider consciousness and

higher cosmic masculine codes.  Creating money
from the Throne and having it reflect in all areas of

life.  

SESSION 10  - 120 mins -  Bonus and Review
Throne Money Principles and Creation



 
 
 

TUITION: $5000 USD
   

ENROLL DEPOSIT $500 USD

 
4 PAY - $1175
5 PAY - $940

6 PAY - $783.33
  
 
 
 

WWW.NICOLEGAYLE.COM
 
 

 
 
 

FULL PAY DUE 14 DAYS $4500 USD 
 
 

PAY PLAN: INCLUDES A 
FINANCE FEE

 
 
 
 

*$200 FINANCE FEE ADDED TO PAYMENT PLANS AFTER DEPOSIT
 
 


